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H EIGHT is of major importance in a blastfurnace . Of late there has been a tendency toincrease the height of blast furnaces and excep-
tional thermal efficiencies were thus attained as can
be visualised by the fact th.tt the top gases do
not exceed 100 to 150"C in temperature. However
the main disadvantage with higher furnaces lies in
the necessity of a combustible of great mechani-
cal strength : metallurgical (oke. a product both
rare and expensive. It would therefore be advan-
tageous to reduce the height provided this measure
is not too detrimental to efficiency. - se, of oxygen
was thought of in this connection and the idea of
a. collective study on the performance of a 1.ow
Shaft Furnace was formed in 1951 in the meetings
of a Committee of the Europa' ri Organisation of
Economic Co-operation (O7ice European de Co-
operation Econ.on+igne) which was to investigate
the possible use,., of oxygen in ferrous metallurgy.
Seven European countries were signed ill) for a
5-year mutual contract to form our International
Committee for Research on the Low Shaft Furnace
(Conaite International de Recherches sur le Bas
Fourueau). These countries ,verc : Austria, Belgium,
Greece, France, Italy, Luxemburg and Holland.
The Batelle Memorial Institute (U.S.A.) joined
subsequently. The United Iiingdorn participated in
the Committee as all Associate Member. Moreover,
renowned specialists from Germany, Sweden, Switzerland
and Yugoslavia agreed to take part in the deli-
berations, as consultants.
Considering the economic conditions of the countries
in Western Europe, the main object of the Committee
was to study the possibility of producing a Thomas
pig iron (i.e. a cold pig- iron ) on an industrial scale,
in the low shaft furnace, using raw materials
considered as poor or unsuitable for blast furnace
purposes, such as fine ore and especially, combustibles
other than metallurgical coke.
The first contract expired in 1)ecember, 1955 and
while many of the original Committee Members
discontinued their associatesliip, the High Authority
of the European ConmmunityT for coal and steel (Haute
Autorite de in (.,'wnmu.naute ;hiropenne du Charbon
et de l' Acier) agreed to match up the required
funds. for a period of three years provided the pro-
gramme of work would mainly- include investigations
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that could impart a. better knowledge of the mecha-
nism of the blast furnace process.
From the beginning, the research was guided by
a "Directive Cornnrittee" assisted by one "Technical
Committee" and one "Executive Committee". Finan-
cial dealings of the enterprise are being managed
by the Belgian Institute of Research (1RSIA) and
the execution of research is entrusted to the Belgian
National Centre of Metallurgical Research (Centre
National Brlye de Recherches 1IIet.«Ilzargiques).
Construction of the Low Shaft Furnace
The. construction of a pilot low shaft furnace
was the first job the Committee had to undertake
and the plant was built at Ougree, near Liege
in Belgium, in the immediate vicinity of an oxygen
producing unit. The works started in July, 1952
and were completed by May, 1955.
Fig. 1 shows the general layout of the plant and
we can see :
the low shaft furnace,
the Cowpers stoves,
the turbo-blower,
the casting, storing and burden preparation hall,
the control room and the offices.
We have selected an oval section for the low
shaft furnace. In fact, if ever low shaft furnaces
are to be built with large capacities, they cannot be
circular because opposite tuveres would then be
at too great a distance one from another, which would
create a zone of lesser activity at the centre : this
would cause a portion of burden to reach the hearth
in an insufficiently conditioned state. As a matter
of fact it was not necessary to take up the oval
shape for a relatively small section its the one of our
low shaft furnace but we thought it preferable to
try this shape which would be necessarily adopted
for high capacity industrial units.
We knew that numerous difliculties would be caused
by- this shape and for one year the performance of
the furnace was indeed irregular, marked by serious
blockings at the extremities of the major axis,
numerous falls and high production of fine dusts.
Based on the experience acquired in the course of
the first trials, the furnace underwent great altera-
tions. We can mention in particular that the charg-
ing system was too simple and caused a bad
distribution of the charges. The two charging boxes
consisted of a chamber closed at the top by a valve
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which ensured tight closing; w hen the bell forming
the bottom of the chamber, was going down. This
system has been replaced by it revolving doable bell
as for the standard blast furnaces.
III order to adapt the funi:i.ec to its oval shape,
we also had to iuodify the di:;tributiou of the blast
by changing the number, poaiition and diameter of
the tuveres.
The profile of the furnace was also altered and
the two horizontal gas outlets originally located at
the ends of the minor axis were replaced by four
vertical outlets.
These modifications have considerably improved
the perfornurnce of the lees ';haft furnace and the
stability and reproducibility' reached are eillieient to
draw definite eonclusiius front the trials. There,
however, still remained a tendency for blockings.
The present main characte-istics of the low shaft
furnace are as follows :
length 3.20111 (originally 3.00 m.)
wVidtli . 1.40nr 1.20 m.)
hearth area 3 -81in2 ( 3.06 in.)
bosh area . 5.91m
stock area : • 11,71n2
total height . 7.40m
maximum height of charge above tuveres : -1 0ni
height generally maintained above
tuveres ... ... : 3-50ni
refractory lining : silico-a luminous bricks carbo-
naceous lining
number of tuveres 10 ()riginally - 5)
diameter of tuveres : 60 to 8lhnur (originally 100
to 140mm).
Fig. 2 shows the dimensions: of the actual furnace
The blast required is collected by it group of two
blowers in series of 14,000n0/h. capacity and it is
injected at 4,000min of water pressure. These
blowers are worked by a motor, 6,000V-900 lip,
which can be coupled to a turbo-blower (pressure
2.3 kg/em2-discharge 9,00)) m3/h).
The blast is conveyed into 2 Cowper stoves, 19ni
high and 6m diameter, capable of heating it to
about 800°C. The whole installation is designed to
stand a pressure of 2.5 kgfciu2.
Pig iron is tapped about every 4 hours and
removed in the solid state.
Raw materials are dischar, cd and collected by a
weigh bridge of 8 tons ; they are stored in 3 bins
each having a capacity- of 901) tons ore or 450 tons
coke and are then charged on 3 feeding sieves
screens of 100-150 tons capacity. The weighing
system adopted is not a sUnclard one (continuous
system on 3 weighing belts) and it allows the
intermittent weighing of all raw materials for both
cases of standard alternative lavers operation as
well as mixed charges mlting. The last belt
distributes the materials in two skips of 800 tons
each.
There was no provision originally for any special
preparation of the charges tilt it was soon found
difficult to use ores with high percentages of fines.
We examined the various processes of agglomerating
the fines in some not too expensive m a nner and as
a result of our study, a vacuum cold extrusion press
of 10 ton/hour capacity was installed in 1957.
Total costs of the installations at Ougrec.
anion]ited to t 4-4 0 ,000 of which £ 84.000 was
spent for the extrusion press.
The expenses incurred by our Committee from
the beginning totalled about t 1 , 300,000,
Programme of trials
The trials were so plagued titat wwc nuty
On one b,uid, achieve the objectives of the
Committee : Production of a cold pig iron from
ore fines and low grade fuels, in economic conditions
On the other hand. carry (tilt a systematic study
on the performance of the low shaft furnace to
point out the factors likely to influence its
behaviour :
And finally, obtain such results as would
contribute to increase our present knowledge on
the performance of blast furnaces.
The trials were executed by metallurgists of
of Liege with the collaboration of engineers from
the various participating countries. While in opera-
tion the low shaft furnace has a staff of 70
workers and employees, and 5 engineers.
Dletal was tapped for the first. time in 1953
in a period of five years about 15 major campaigns
were conducted each of 1 to 2 months' duration
and more than 1)3,000 tons pig; iron were produced.
Results of major importance during the most signi-
ficant periods of operation of the low shaft furnace
have been given in this paper.
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Fig. 2.-Coupe Vertical du bas fourneau actuel (8 tuyeres).
The objective of the first campaigns was to
regulate the plants ; certain constructional draw-
backs were observed and as already mentioned
amendments were made in 1954.
Low grade, siliceous Luxemburg ore was used,
and then low grade calcareous ores with about
30% Fe, obtained from Luxemburg and Lorraine.
These ores were of low grain size (0-30 nine) and
all of them contained a large proportion of fines
(20 to 40^o and even 60% of 0-10 mni).
As combustible, we successively used various
metallurgical coke breezes (0-30 mni ) and then,
French semi-coke (9-25 mm) with 15% moisture,
12% ashes and 9 to 12',,' of volatile matters.
This semi-coke obtained from non-coking high volatile
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coals, gave excellent results.
These first campaigns were characterised by an
irregular operation with numerous hangings, blockings
and large quantities of flue dusts (200 to 500 kg per
ton of pig iron) which were there in particular, due
to the high proportion of flues in the ore. The
use of oxygen enriched blast at 28% did not result
in any improvement. The intensity of combustion
could not be increased, without serious disturbances,
beyond 55 tons per day with ordinary blast and
70 tons per day with oxygen enriched blast.
The fuel rates were high (calculated values of
1,200 to 1,600kg/tons pig iron) and the indirect re-
duction was poor, but it was a good surprise to
note that the top gas temperature was low (below
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200'(1) and. that thernial losses were only minor
(7(,",j), even with the low grain :sizes and even
without enriching the blast.
The silicon content of the pig was relatively low
(I%) and the pig iron was in a fairly well carbo-
nised state provided the combustible was not in
too large pieces (<25 lnnr).
After modif:ving the low shaft furnace the first
campaign of 1055 was fairly long and its main
objective was to appreciate the improvements effected
and to achieve stability in the operation of the
furnace.
The campaign started with the same semi-coke
and the calcareous Lorraine ore, as used previously.
Lister another Lorraine ore of 32" Fe was exclusively
used in the low shaft furnace.
From the start, the perform trance was more regular
and flue dust production had decreased ; after trials
with varying proportions of lines it was soon
evident that at a rate of 40 to 60 toils of coke
per day, the low shaft furnace functioned as an
ejector, conveying all the fines charged, to the
dust catchers. Neither use of enriched blast nor
use of low top pressure (02 kgfem-) had any
favourable effect.
However, with screened o:' dust-free ore (3-25 ram
for example), the conditions improved and flue
dust production decreased to 85 kgjons pig iron.
From this, it was apparent to us that aggloincra-
tion of the fines should be done, if large quantities
of fines are to be charged in the furnace.
A few agglomerating trials, at normal temperature
by vacuum extrusion, is'ere made on a machine
borrowed by the Committee and these elucidated
the question. Extruded inc,tcrials made from ore
lines of St. Pierreinont 0-7 nun (pure or mixed
with 50% of blast furnace (lust) were consumed in
the low shaft furnace along with the 7-20 nun
fraction of the ore. The operation of the furnace
was satisfactory and the Connuittee decided to
purchase an extrusion press. 't'rials with extruded
materials made from fines of lean coals, and mixed
extruded materials gave, however, mediocre results.
At the end of 1955 there was a short campaign
rising as fuel a mixture of French semi-coke and
dry Lorraine high volatile with 429, of Watihs
(grain size 20-30 nun) but the run of the furnace
was found difficult.
A. new campaign in 1056 tried the use of high
volatile dry nut coal (311-50 nun) and then of
high Volatile fat nut coal. 'l'lte results were satis-
faetory and good quality pig was produced especially
when using the dry high volatile variety. The
absence of tar in the dust catchers and in the
gas, proves that hydrocarbures were cracked ill tile
hearth.
At the end of the year we carried out compara-
tive triads with dust-free ore, Dwight-Lloyd sinters,
arid then with coke bree', e and semi-coke : this
was done in order to determine the behaviour of
hydrogen in the hearth. A heir using sinter the
furnace worked very regularly , tic ithont flue dust
the pig was of good quality but the top tempera-
ture was high (300"C) and so also tlle fuel rate
(taking into account the high temperature reached
in the fusion bed).
In 1057, iie received tire, extrusion press, and
we main's concentrated our activities on the manu-
facture and eousumption of various types of extruded
materials.
The trials lust related to extruded ore. Lorraine
tines gave excellent results, provided it size of 3 mm
was not exceeded. Addition of 4°(, cater was necessary
to increase plasticity and the product thus obtained
ecrlttahwd 1511 humidity. When fresh front the
machine their (-rushing strength was of 2 kg/em2
and this reached 5 kgjem2 after hardening. Extruded
products, 33. 25 and 16 111111 diameter were tried
in the low shaft furnace.
The 35 mm extruded materials acre too big, and
unsatisfactorily reduced at tine rate of 50 tons of
coke day, their use resulted in a jioor performance
and bad quality pig. We then decreased the rate
to 35 tons of coke/day, and this considerably iin-
proved the furnace operation with 25 mm pieces ;
with the 16 nun size we could afford a .rate of
50 tons coke/day. Flue dint production did not
exceed 70 kg per ton of pig. Results were still
better with re-sieved coke over 111 min, but it was
observed that the fuel rate was higher in the case
of extruded material than when using sieved one.
In order to clorfirnr the influence of the coke
rate, several trials were made with fine, raw ore
0 -25 min ; at the rate of 40 tons of coke/day only
the perfornii nice was found very stable and the pig
of wriest curd position. The smelting zone rose up,
indirect reduction increased and the fuel rate clearly
decreased. There were however large quantities of
dusts due to a high proportion of flues in the
ore.
Ire have then tried to rise mixed ore-coal agglo-
merates. We obtained good ones, of 25 mtn size
and 10°/, coal, hiom Lorraine tines (0-3 mm) and
0-2 grin, Ruln•, floated ' Schlanmts' . Their use in
the low shaft furnace together with coke breeze
was however not s satisfactory. Dust was produced
in large (. lrraltt(ties : the mixed age Iiirllerates were
rejected and choked the fnruace.
Anotlier trial was also -lade ti) study the behaviour
of volatile matters in the low shaft furnace using
0-25 tam ore and Sarre high volatiles, freed of the
nlajcn• part of their volatile (intents by heating
at fia0'C •.
During the year- 1955, we worked the low shaft
furnace as an experimental blast furnace.
We first varied the coke rate between 50 to
31) tons of cokQay in order to determine the
conditions in which the performance of the low
shaft furnace would be muoct stable and most
comparable to that of the blast firrnaee, even at
the cost of lowering the productivity ore and coke
breeze, re-screened on 5 mm were used. 40 tons
of coke/day appeared to be the optimum rate.
Using the same rarv materials, we proceeded to
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another trial where the top pressure was of 1.5 to
2 kg/cm2. It was then observed that use of top-
pressure considerably improved the working of the
low shaft furnace ; the fuel rate decreased by about
200 kg/ton of pig ; the pigs obtained were well
carburised and very fluid. On the contr.ry while
working at the too low rate of 30 tons/of coke/day
the blast could not penetrate well and the furnace
cooled down.
We subsequently took up trials with Dwight-Lloyd
sinter with or without top pressure, at the rate of
35 to 40 tons of coke/day.
The, first trials with unscreened sinter and without
top pressure gave deceiving results. Big pieces in
an unreduced state passed in front of the tuyeres.
To improve things we not only had to reject pieces
larger than 35 rum but also to eliminate the 0-3 inns
size. The performance became really satisfactory
only after careful re-screening of the sinter on 3-25 rnni.
The pig was then of good quality, and the fuel rate was
distinctly lower than with ore, but the top temperature
remained higher than in the ease of ore smelting.
A few trials with 30% enriched blast have given
promising results ; the top temperature appreciably
decreased. However, a few unreduced pieces were
still appearing in front of the tuyeres and the pig was
not as good as usual. Our enriching of the blast was
perhaps excessive and this might have caused excessive
concentration of heat in the melting zone.
Trials without addition of flux, consequently with
a lower basicity index than usual (CaO/SiO2=1.09
as against about 1.5) have improved the performance
and decreased the fuel rate.
Finally, the use of top pressure (1.4 kg/cm2) gave
the same favourable results in both cases of sinter
as well as raw ore. The furnace was remarkably
stable, and desulphurisation excellent in spite of
the low index of basicity. The top temperature fell
from 250 to about 150°C, the ratio CO,/CO changed
from 0.31 to 0.45 and the raw coke rate decreased to
890 kg/ton of pig, i.e. a corrected fuel rate of 673 kg.
This figure is quite comparable to that of blast furnaces
consuming 100% sinter. In proper conditions and
with suitable burden size the low shaft furnace
behaves as a blast furnace.
In the course of our trials to come we intend study-
ing more closely, with ore sinter, the influence of
top pressure oxygen and water vapour in the blast,
as well as the effect of the blast temperature, which
had always been maintained so far around 700-750-C
except for a very short trial where it was only 500'C.
We are also setting up an apparatus which will
enable us to inject liquid fuel in the tuyeres.
We will also continue our trials on the preparation
of extruded materials from various materials-low grade
iron ore, pyrite, dust from blast furnace working
with ferro-manganese.
Results
What are we to infer from these five years of
operation ?
We had been handling a new type of plant, which
was yet to be set to the point and which was unfami-
liar to the staff. Moreover, we wished to carry out
a number of different trials and therefore we frequently
changed the operating conditions.
Now that the unit has been stabilised and that
experience has been gained by our staff the perfor-
mance has much improved and the results would be
still better if the low shaft furnace worked without
interruption.
Having said this, the author feels that ample
experimental results have been collected during these
five years. Many of the results are definite and
undisputable while some others will have to be
verified and completed by new trials.
In the last place we proved that the low shaft
furnace can produce good quality pig on an industrial
scale, provided certain conditions, that we are going
to point out now, are fulfilled.
Influences of the grain-size of the burden : The
low shaft furnace adapts itself, without too many
difficulties, to raw materials of mediocre quality,
provided they are small sized (say 35 mm) and
do not contain excessive fines.
The advantages of such a grain size were evident
throughout the trials : heat exchanges are rapid
and it becomes possible to use a furnace as small
as ours.
The ore (whether it is raw ore, extruded agglo-
merates or Dwight-Lloyd sinter) should also not
be used in too large sized pieces as these would
reach the hearth in an insufficiently prepared state.
Extruded pieces of 33 mm dia,. are, in particular,
not satisfactorily reduced.
Cons eruption of ore fines: Conversely, if a high
percentage of fines is contained in the ore (and
this was one of the main a.inis of the Committee)
the furnace operation is irregular, with blockings
and very high quantities of dust. This is at least
what we could observe in the working conditions
initially set for our furnace i.e. 50 tons coke per
day and without top pressure. 200 to 500 kg of
dust per ton of pig were thus obtained with an
ore containing about 40 to 60% of 0-10 mm size.
Resieving the ore on 5 Hint the productiou of dust
fell to 85 kg/ton.
When coke rate is lowered, the furnace becomes
more stable and there is a considerable decrease
in the production of dust. At a rate of 30 ton/
clay a raw ore with 60% of 0-10 mni, gave only
50 kg of dusts per ton of pig and with a resieved
ore this figure was 12 kg/ton pig (the coke breeze
used was also resieved). This observation can be
explained by the fact that with such burden size
used, the charge is presumably put in partial
fluidisation, when the coke rate reaches 50 ton/day.
We are trying to consume more fines by using
top pressure. The last trials with a high top pres-
sure of 1.5 kgf cma have in fact given much more
encouraging results than the first one.
Another way of utilising the ores rich in fines,
is to agglomerate the fines by a relatively simple
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process ; this is for example the case of 0-3 nun
ore cold extruded under vacuum. Wile using 100°„
of such materials of 16 nnin dia. the furnace runs
well; the quantity of dust is less than l00 kg/ton
pig but the fuel rate is fa.ind to he higher than
with screened ore of the swine size.
(1oia.surnption of lower graoe feels : As far as fuels
are concerned, out- trials have confirmed that the
low shaft furnace can consume different types of
coinbnstibles less resistant and less expensive than
the metallurgical coke, provided a proper she is
ensured. It is desirable to eliminate the major
portion of fuel fines. Various types of coke breeze,
when the grains are hard, dried and properly dust-
freed, gave the same results. A porous and
friable variety however brought about some difficulties.
Semi-coke containing 10 to 120), of volatiles
(mainly hydrogen) gives excellent results. The gross
fuel rate is found to be of the same magnitude
as in the case of coke breeze. This means that
the rate of fixed carbon is, lower by ])°, It is
to be assumed from this that hydrogen contained
in the semi-coke has special reactive properties.
Nuts of high volatiles (42 ;!J behave very well
in the blast furnace provided they are not too
small sized (3(1 to 50 mm), otherwise they are
partially rejected. Most of the tar seems to be
dissociated in the smelting zone : they are found
neither in the gas nor in the dust catcher. The
gross fuel rate was unfortu:iately very high while
using these nuts: it was n'ore than twice the rate
for coke breeze, i.e. an increase of 40% in the
rate of the fixed carbon.
high volatile coals, devol,itilised at 6.i0°C cause
hangings and falls ; the carbon rate is comparable
to that of coke breeze.
A few trials for use of anthracite mixed with
semi-coke have given very encouraging results.
The use of raw coal fines in the low shaft
furnace was found inrpossihk'. Extruded coal tines
ore mixed extruded materials have not so far
given any satisfactory solution to this important
problem.
It would he useful to carry out further trials in
this direction.
Quality of the pig : he pigs obtained are of the
Thomas O1\1 type, i.e. cold pig l o w in silicon
their average analysis is as follows
05% C, 00% Si, 000' it l ' 7 ° , Y, 00% Aln.
Excepting for the very last trials where no flux
was added and in which the basicity of the stag
was 1'l the slags were rather strongly basic :
(0 0
455) CaO, 30% "i02. 15° ALO3, i= S,i0, -=1.5
We had feared that the short stay of materials
within the low shaft furnace (3.2 hours as com-
pared with 12 hours in the blast furnace) would
cause an insufficient conditioning of the charge iii
the hot zone and that the ore would reach the
hearth in an unsatisfactorily reduced state which
would result in the refining of the pig and all
other disturbances connected kith it : Sulphured pig.
stories, blocking of the hearth.
In fact, the lose iron content of the slag (10'„)
and the rather normal sulphur content of the pig,
prove that in our operating contlitions, the charge
does reach the tuyeres let-el in a sufficiently well
prepared state. As already mentioned these condi-
tions are : srnttll grain. she of the charge and a
narrow horizontal section of the furnace to avoid
dead zone. The larger- size extruded materials and
the raw agglo.uerates haver thins given pigs with
too low carlxui and of Iiiglh sulphur contents.
The first pigs tapped were rather low in carbon,
so that we feared lest certain refining should take
place in the hearth. But since the operation was
stabilised and fact well-sized, we Obtain very fluid
pigs, especially with use of top pressure. On the
other hand, it was observed that addition of some
coke breeze iii the charge was effective in increa-
sing the carbon content when necessary.
Temperature of top gases : Contrary to what
could be expected, the temperature of the top
gases is generally loin, provided the charge is suffi-
ciently low-sized. This temperature can be
regulated and changed at will by altering the effec-
tive height of the charge. Charging raw Lorrain
ore, and grain-size being 10-30 nun. the top gases
are hardly 100`C When the charging level is of 3.70in
ab.e the tuyeres. When this level is of 4.70rn
the gas is too cold. It is therefore not necessary
t'm adopt enriched blast when using raw ores.
The top temperature, however, reaches 250-300°C,
when use is the made of sinter without top pressure
and in this case oxygen proves useful.
SOUndings to determine the temperatures at various
levels have shown that the suu+lting zone is very
concentrated in the low shaft furnace. In a
normal run with ore, the temperature is found to be
1,100°C, 2m above the tuyeres : this falls to 500°C,
3m above the tuyeres and to iii'(' at a distance
of 17Onr above the tuyeres.
This heat concentration is essentially due to the
small grain-size of the coke charged and the zone
is more spread up when .using sinter without
top pressure
This concentration of heat explains i by the thermal
radiation losses are lower in the low shaft furnace
than in the blast furnace even though the ratio
areajvolume has a better value in a blast furnace.
Thus, in the low Shaft fill-mice the thermal losses
amount only to 7-111% of the total calory-input.
This fact, together with the low temperature of the
top gases, ensures a. higher thermal efficiency to the
low shaft fm'naee than the blast furnace.
Indirect redaction- : The reduced height of the
furnace and of the smelting zone could act in such
it way that the gases rising from the hearth do
not have sufficient time of' contact with the charge
so that indirect reducti+tn may he as good as that
in the blast furnace.
At the normal rate of 50 ton,'coke., !day, the
indirect reduction is in fact lower than in the
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blast furnace and with raw ore the ratio CO2/CO
of the top gases is only about 0.3, against about
0.45 in the case of the blast furnace.
By reducing the rate to 40 tons of coke day,
there is a considerable increase in the indirect
reduction and the ratio CO2/CO reaches 0.44. This
increase is partly justified by the fact the gases
stay longer within the furnace, but it is also
probably due to less fluidised state of the charge
when operating at the rate of 40 tons of coke/day,
than when operating at 50 ton/day.
Top pressure which increases the duration of
passage of the gases, also increases the indirect
reduction and the ratio CO./CO. Top pressure
amounts to an increase in the effective volume of
the furnace, and its use should prove to be a very
favourable factor towards the industrial utilisation
of the low shaft furnace, by achieving an appre-
ciable increase in the production as well as ensuring
a very good stability in the operation, a good carburisa-
tion of the pig and an economy in the fuel.
Fuel rate : Rites of raw fuel. have varied between
eery wide limits according to the amount of dusts
obtained and the carbon content of the fuel used.
We shall therefore only refer to the rate of fixed
carbon, i.e. quantity of carbon of the fuel charged,
per ton of pig, deducing the carbon in the pi
and dusts.
With the most frequently used raw materials,
Lorraine ore with 31%/,, Fe in small sized grains,
and coke breeze, and for a 30% output of the
fusion bed, the fuel rate is comparable with that
of the blast furnace, i.e. 950 kg/ton pig iron,
provided the coke rate is kept at 40 tons of coke/day
nmaximuni. This is well understandable as in these
conditions other factors are also comparable :
thermal losses, top temperature and rate of indirect
reduction. But at a greater rate such as 50 tons
of coke/day, which was generally maintained by us
in the course of the first years, the fuel rate is
higher, about 200 kg/ton pig and there is at the
same time a decrease in the indirect reduction.
With top pressure, the fuel rate is lessened by
200 kg/ton pig, the charge rate being the same.
We reached for example a corrected fuel rate of
600 kg/ton pig only, while using sinter.
Production of the rich gases : We have made
only a few trials to obtain from the law shaft
furnace a rich gas, by enriching the blast with
oxygen. A few trials z+ pith 28%, enriching gave a
gas of 1,350 cal/bNm3 (lower calorific value) as
against the usual figure of 950. But the fuel rate
had increased.
With devolatilided coals a gas of about
1,300 cal/Nm3 is obtained (lower calorific value).
Conclusions
We have seen that the low shaft furnace can
produce a good quality pig, from a charge composed
of, on one hand low grade ore small sized or fines,
cold extruded or sintered and on the other, coke
breeze, semi-cokes, dry high volatile coals. It is
also probable that many other types of raw materials
would find use in this furnace.
Industrial production of pig iron by the low
shaft furnace can however be thought of only if
costs are competitive.
The great advantage of the blast furnace lies
in its height which is the cause of its excellent
thermal efficiency, the fuel rate is low and the
charges reach the hearth in a well prepared state.
The furnace runs with great regularity, can produce
all sorts of pigs and can make up for eventual
shortcoming in its charge, owing to its large
capacity ; the unitary production is high and can
reach 2,000 ton/pig per day. However, the blast
furnace necessitates the use of metallurgical coke,
a product rare and expensive, and does not adapt itself
well to high quantities of fines in the ores.
Now as regards the low shaft furnace, most
of the difficulties anticipated (i.e. high top tempera-
ture, high thermal losses, low indirect reduction,
insullicicut conditioning of charges before reaching
the hearth) do not really exist or they can at
least be counteracted under certain conditions. Its
more serious drawback is therefore its low unitary
production. Personnel costs per ton of pig iron are
very high. In this connection it would be advan-
tageous to increase the rate but, in our trials with
ordinary pressure and 31% grade raw ores, we
could not go farther than 500 kg coke per m2 per
hour. The only alternative left is to increase the
section of the furnace. It would not be possible
to increase the minor axis of the ellipse
without causing the ore to fall in the hearth in
an unprepared state. The major axis could be
lengthened ; this may bring about more difficulties
ill the performance but the situation could perhaps
still be handled. Use of top pressure would appre-
ciably step up production.
In European countries where large plants indus-
tries are prevalent and where labour is very costly,
low production capacity of the low shaft furnace
is a serious disadvantage and this handicap will
not be easily compensated by the fact that the furnace
can consume cheaper raw materials.
In the countries where the price structure is
different from ours, the handicap of increased labour
costs per ton of pig can be compensated or even
by-passed by the economy realised on the raw
materials.
Moreover, the low shaft furnace is most suited
to places where the construction of big blast
furnaces is not possible either due to lack of
suitable, funds or due to non-availability of a suitable
quality or quantity of ore, or due to lack of a large
market for the finished products. A low shaft
furnace producing 100 to 200 tons of pig per day
would be ideally suited for countries with limited
resources or for the regions where metallurgical
industries have just started. Such a furnace would
consume certain local raw materials of lower grade,
which would otherwise go waste.
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The low shaft furnace can also be recommend-
ed for places where it is required to produce a
rich gas along with the pig. Our trials have not
been conclusive in this connection but it appears
that the enriching of the blast, which becomes
necessary in this ease. brings about no particular
difficulties. Here again, all would depend on the
price of the gas-calory as compared with the low
shaft furnace.
In the end it should be said that the low
shaft furnace is still far from having said its last
word. We still have much research work to carry
out. We are also at the disposal of countries or
organisations willing to participate in our activities or
desirous to have particular trials, of special impor-
tance to them, to be carried out by us. The
National Shipyards and Steel Corporation, who
are engaged in setting up a low shaft furnace
in the Philippines, have for instance asked us to
admit them as a member of our Committee.
DISCUSSIONS
Dr. C. I'. S. Ralnain, i'Veyreli Lignite Corporation
(Private) Ltd., A'e.yveli, Madras State : Did the investi-
gators at Ougree use so far lignite or brown coal
in any form, briquettes, carbonised briquettes or
char in the low shaft furnace ?
Have anv magnetites been used with the low shaft
furnace ?
Have the investigators used agglomerates or
briquettes containing non-coking coals and nnagne-
tites or other iron ores in the low shaft furnace?
What is meant by producing -richer gas" from
the low shaft furnace ? Is it high B.T.U. gas or
synthesis gas for liquid fuels ?
Dr. H. Malcor (Author) : We have not so far tried
lignite or brown coal at Ougree.
Magnetites have not been used but we intend
trying them in the, near future.
We tried to use agglomerates made from a, mix-
ture of coal and lean iron ore (minettes), extruded
in a vacuum machine. These researches are referred
to in rnV paper ; they proved unsuccessful ; the
furnace was blocked a few hours after the agglo-
merates reached the hearth ; we assumed that they
crumbled into dust: and choked the fire. The coal
used for these trials was a coking coal but w+ e
see no reasons why non-coking coals would do
better ; we therefore gave up the idea of trying
them.
So far the trials with oxygen enriched blast gave
a gas with a. B.T.U. content 500.^ higher only to
that of the usual blast furnace gas; we never
tried yet to reach enrichments leading to the
production of synthesis gas.
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